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THE 2019 CANBERRA MODEL RAILWAY EXPO
The 2019 Canberra Model Railway Expo was a success. Attendance figures were up with
over 2,700 paying patrons. If you include the numbers of under 5-year old’s and carers, etc
who entered free of charge, the number of visitors would be considerably higher. The gate
takings were also up accordingly.

The Saturday morning crowd in the canteen area.
The traders were happy with their sales figures and are already planning to come back next
year.
Part of this success was doubtless due to the weather, but mainly to the publicity program
preceding the Expo. In the week prior to the Expo, we had two large advertising trailers out
in the suburbs promoting the show.
The appearance of Charlestown during February to March at a number of venues where we
handed out flyers for the Expo was also effective in getting the message across. This
included an appearance at a new venue – the Casey shopping centre.

The President managed 4 radio interviews over the weekend that had a positive effect on
attendance.
A pleasant surprise was the effectiveness of our use of Facebook as a promotional medium
for the first time. The site received over 2,500 hits and patrons rated it third in how patrons
found out about the show. Our new and increased number of road signs came first, followed
by word of mouth spread by friends, members and the school.
The Friday set-up went well – had the Drama Room had been available earlier than 7.00pm,
it would have been even better. It is understood that this problem is being addressed.

Tables?? – you
want tables? –
How many, and
where??? Nev,
Mel and John
distributing
tables to traders,
with the
Supervisor in the
background 😊

The setting out gang in
action in the gym.

Darryl helping with the erection of Iron Rock Pass – under appropriate supervision, of
course! 😊
Unfortunately, the non-appearance of some traders (MRRC had a vehicle breakdown about
100 Km south of Sydney) and two major exhibitors left a large hole in the gym.
The CMRCI layouts were popular – Charlestown was surrounded by ankle-biters all
weekend and ran very well, despite over-enthusiastic drivers.

Mel in charge of
the slow running
logging shunting
layout
discussing the
layout with a
visitor.
Hybrid was less
popular, but still
attracted enough
patrons to make
its appearance
worthwhile. A
facelift would
improve its
attraction for the
public.

Even though Petersville performed well below par due to track problems it also had a
consistent stream of viewers. Depending on progress with the new as-yet-unnamed
exhibition layout, this could be its last public appearance. If not, it needs a thorough
overhaul before its next appearance.
George - well in command of
Petersville

Petersville, under the control of Hugh and PeterM, surrounded by patrons.

Four-year-old
Tyler L driving his
dad’s Union
Pacific - Late
Challenger (from
Broadway
Limited) pulling
9x internally lit
passenger
coaches on
Petersville
(Photo by a proud Dad)

Andrew is one of our most
consistent patrons. Despite his
considerable disabilities he still
enjoys himself and visits every
layout at least twice. His mother is
in constant attendance and does a
wonderful job.

Jo-Anne and her PC Lines model. It is a freelance N scale layout based around
Canberra and its many landmarks. As you can see, it is under construction.
The crowd was entertained by the large UC High School Kaleen Band on Saturday and the
IMP Jazz Band on Sunday. Both performances were applauded by patrons. They were a
welcome addition to the Expo.
The entry system worked well, but management’s viewis that it can still be improved. The
question of whether to purchase a new marquee to replace the one destroyed in the storm
on Friday night has been discussed and the purchase of a smaller model was agreed. The
new marquee will be used to protect the entry point as before. President expressed his
thanks to Volker and his team for their unremitting hard work over the period of the Expo. It
is a task that needs concentration, diplomacy and people skills and a good comfortable pair
of boots!

Volker and JohnF manning the entry point.
The catering was well up to par and remains a major attraction for exhibitors, traders and the
CMRCI team who enjoy the morning and afternoon teas, lunches and the hot dogs on Friday
evening. Roast pork for lunch on Saturday and roast chicken on Sunday. Thanks not only
to the catering team, but also to the members who tackled the washing up the huge pile of
crockery, cutlery and kitchen utensils generated by the meals.

M’sieu Le Chef –
Anthony hard at work in
the kitchen

Loretta and
volunteers
manning the
serving line.

In his address to the Tuesday morning meeting, the President thanked all the members and
families for their considerable efforts in the events and preparation leading up to the Expo,
and during the exhibition itself. He made particular mention of the volunteers who stayed to
clean-up the venue after the Expo. An arduous task made a little easier by members
knowing what needs to be done and how. We were out of there by about 7.00pm –
however, a few more hands would have reduced the load on individuals and made a big
difference overall.
At the club meeting last Wednesday evening, the Management Group asked for comments,
ideas and complaints arising from the Expo. A number of issues were raised and discussed
and ideas for improvement put forward. These have mostly been mentioned in this report.
Commiserations to John Webster who slipped in the muddy car park in the rain on Friday
night and managed to break his arm. He is recovering well.
The judges had a very difficult job deciding which layouts deserved the Best Layout and Best
Scenery. There were a number of excellent layouts which deserved serious consideration.
After a lengthy, detailed analysis and consideration of all factors, the following decisions
were made:

Best Layout – sponsored by IDR Models went to the Canberra Monaro N Scale Group for
their large modular layout which features scenes from Canberra and Belconnen plus a huge
roundhouse.

Darlene Ratcliffe from IDR Models Presenting the plaque for Best Layout to Stephen
O’Brien, President of the Canberra Monaro N Scale Group.

Best scenery – This was a tough decision, as there were a number of strong contenders
for the title. The choice made was for Iron Rock Pass.

Robyn
Sawtell from
Models n’
More
presenting
the prize for
best scenery
to Ms Faith
Omufila
representing
The
University of
Canberra
High School
Kaleen.

Ms Omufila and some of the students from the team posing in front of their creation,
Iron Rock Pass. The work that went into this layout by the students for such a good
result is remarkable.
Most Popular Layout This prize was decided by the public. A strong majority of patrons
voted for the fantasy layout Hollow Glen.

The President presenting the award for Most Popular layout to Trevor Holloway,
owner of Hollow Glen. The layout is set around and old English castle somewhere in
Scotland or Northern England.

As we all know the hardest and most thankless, but absolutely necessary phase of the Expo
is the cleaning up. The first Daylighters meeting after the Expo was very well attended and
made the sorting out, cleaning and storage of layouts and equipment much easier.

The sorting and storage phase last Tuesday morning.

Jo Ann and Erin analysing the visitors return slips to determine how patrons found
about the show. (By way of explanation, it was a bit crowded in the club room.)

THAT’S ALL, FOLK’S – TIL NEXT YEAR, ANYWAY.
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